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Infiniti Consulting Group Joins
InterVision Systems, Strengthening
Their IT and Cloud Portfolio
With Award-Winning Cloud Services Leader Infiniti,
InterVision Can Immediately Deliver Expanded Cloud
Capabilities to its Clients
Sacramento, CA -- September 14, 2018
Infiniti Consulting Group is pleased to announce its merger with InterVision
Systems. For over 25 years, InterVision has delivered innovation through a broad
portfolio of IT managed services, best-premise solutions, professional services,
cloud solutions, automation and consulting services that organizations need to
thrive in today’s dynamic IT market. With this transaction, Infiniti greatly increases
its ability to reach more clients and accelerate Infiniti’s business plan.

ABOUT INFINITI
Infiniti is a Sacramento based cloud
services and IT consulting company
with an established and reputable

“InterVision has built a robust portfolio of clients for its infrastructure solutions,
managed services and professional services that complements our cloud
services practice and public sector client base,” said Scott Drossos, President of
Infiniti. “The combination of InterVision’s impressive Managed Services Provider

public sector practice. Infiniti focuses
on helping organizations achieve
their potential by leveraging their
people, processes and technology;
and prides itself on delivering
projects on time and on budget.
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practice, sales coverage and engineers with the Infiniti team of cloud architects
and technical specialists brings greater value to both Infiniti and InterVision. We
are truly excited about scaling Infiniti’s cloud services business to reach new
clients, geographies and industries.”

ABOUT INTERVISION
For over 25 years, InterVision has
delivered innovation through a broad
portfolio of IT managed services,
best-premise solutions, professional
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services, cloud solutions, automation

“InterVision clients are looking to us to design advanced hybrid cloud and IT
architectures that leverage the power of public clouds,” said Jamie Lee, Senior
Vice President of Sales at InterVision. “With this acquisition, InterVision has
greatly enhanced its cloud methodology and cloud professional services delivery.
We are excited to take the lead with our clients on end-to-end hybrid cloud

and consulting services that
organizations need to thrive in
today’s dynamic IT market. Regional
headquarters are in Santa Clara, CA
and St. Louis, MO, as well as offices
and datacenters in the Central and
Western U.S.

strategy to help businesses increase productivity, innovation, and efficiency.”
Infiniti has one of the deepest benches of AWS and Azure experts in the U.S. with
over 15 years of experience delivering advanced cloud services to hundreds of
organizations. Together, Infiniti and InterVision are now well positioned to bring
cloud capabilities to even more clients providing end-to-end cloud and IT services
to enable their digital transformation. Whether your goal is to integrate and
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consolidate systems, leverage cloud resources, or drive greater efficiencies from
your existing technology investments, Infiniti/InterVision’s broad portfolio of
solutions and services will help your organization thrive.
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